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Declining poverty went hand in hand with the elimination

Modern sewer systems, indoor plumbing and the

of malnutrition. Famine used to be a regular, universal

widespread installation of water closets are a mere

before this period. Since 1820, per capita GDP in the

phenomenon. Our ancestors of just 250 years ago were

hundred years old. The early twentieth century saw the

Western world has increased more than fifteen-fold, not

stunted, skinny and small. Sweden was only declared

introduction of systematic garbage collection, followed

When you interpret the world through the lens of the

taking into account the non-monetary benefits of not

free from chronic hunger in the early 1900s, while

by the filtering and chlorination of water supplies. It is

media, we seem to be living on the edge. Droughts,

living in desperation.

countries such as Finland, Poland and Italy suffered

estimated that clean water was responsible for a 74%

from famine conditions until well into the 1900s. Over

reduction in infant mortality in the last 80 years. Since

BEST OF TIMES: THE ASCEND IN LIVING STANDARDS
“The good old days rely on a bad memory.”

floods, terrorism, murder, political bickering, ISIS,
corruption, recession, Ebola, global warming, North

The second leap in living standards started in the 1950s,

the last 140 years, there were 106 episodes of mass

1990, 285 000 more people get safe water in the world

Korea, refugees, downgrades … we are bombarded with

when developing countries led by Japan, China and India

starvation due to famine, each killing more than 100 000

every day.

images of doom and disaster.

started to integrate into the world economy. Between

people. In the last 15 years, the death toll due to famine

1980 and 2016 the proportion of low- and middle-

is, comparatively speaking, just 2% of what it was

Given all this progress, it’s no wonder we are living

Bad things do happen. War, crime, and poverty are

income countries suffering from extreme poverty was

100 years ago (even though the world population is four

longer. Throughout humanity’s early history, life was

painfully real. But the fact that these events are reported

reduced from over 50% to 10%. Put differently, 138 000

times bigger).

difficult, brutish and short. Towns, villages and regions

24/7, through a sprawling commercial network of news

people were lifted out of extreme poverty every day

headlines, doesn’t mean they are on the rise - or even

over the last 25 years. In a short period of time, some

One of the most powerful weapons against the scourge

tuberculosis, smallpox, cholera, polio, measles and

that they are real problems for society as a whole.

of these economies became dominant world players;

of hunger was the breakthrough in producing artificial

similar pandemics wiped out whole communities. Prayer

since the 1990s, it has become a general phenomenon

fertilizer, only a century ago. Other agricultural

was the most common medicine and doctors had little

The great story of our era is that we are witnessing major

that developing countries grow much faster than

technologies and better farming techniques followed.

more than bedside manners to offer.

improvements in global living standards. The problems

their First World peers. In 2012, developing countries

The difference this made is astounding: in 1962, one

of our time pale in comparison to the challenges of our

officially passed the mark of producing more than half of

farmer fed 25.8 persons; that number is now 155. Corn

Before the year 1800, not a single country had a life

forebears. In this edition of MacroTrends, we want to

global GDP.

yields in 1950 averaged 40 bushels per acre in the US;

expectancy higher than 40 years. By 1900, average life

today this number stands at 160 bushels. In 1860, it took

expectancy was 31 years. For most of history, parents

25 people all day to harvest and thresh a ton of grain.

had to bury their children. Up to the 1800s, around 40%

ubiquitous public quarrels of the

With a modern harvester, a single person can do it in

of all children died before their fifth birthday.

moment. We want you to spare a

six minutes.

touch on these global advances
and offer you a reprieve from the

Chart 1 - An extinction of deep poverty

were often decimated by the plague. The Black Death,

And then, ‘overnight’, the world’s average life expectancy

moment to celebrate humanity’s
Between 1700 and 1960, global farmland quadrupled.

increased to 71 years. Humans now live twice as long as

But this rate of expansion has come to a halt. Better,

their great-grandparents’ generation did. New standards

We come from a world where towns

higher-yield crops have, for the first time, decoupled

of cleanliness, together with new medical knowledge,

were filled with crowds of poor

global food production from land use. From 1961,

vaccines, antibiotics and various technologies had

people, dressed in rags, begging for

farmland increased by only 12%, while farm production

changed everything. In 1800, 1 000 mothers died per

something to eat. Before the 1900s,

increased by about 300%.

100 000 childbirths; this statistic fell to 9 in 2015. The

triumphs.

number of annual polio cases in the world has been

poverty was a universal norm. In
1820, GDP per person in the richest

Emerging from poverty and hunger went hand in hand

reduced by more than 99% since 1988. Between 2000

countries of Europe was, in real

with another breakthrough – cleanliness. Over the

and 2015, malaria deaths around the world have reduced

terms, less than that of present-day

centuries, millions of people have been killed by water

by around 50%. AIDS has killed almost 40 million people

Myanmar and Zimbabwe.

contaminated by bacteria. And the concentration of

worldwide; however the number of AIDS-related deaths a

people in cities made sanitary problems acute: for

year has fallen by 42% since 2006.

The impetus of the Industrial

hundreds of years, human and animal waste would be

Revolution changed all of this.

discharged in city streets and rain would wash it into the

As parents came to realise that their children were less

Between 1820 and 1850, European

local watershed. As late as 1880, only 2% of New York

likely to die young, they stopped having as many babies.

workers’ real earnings rose by almost

homes had water connections. Two outbreaks of cholera

In 1950, the average woman in less developed regions

100%, a feat that took 2 000 years

in London around 1850 killed 25 000 people.

had 6.2 children over her lifetime; today she has no more
than 2.6 (1.9 in the Western world).
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As diseases move out of the bowels and chests of infants,

Until not too long ago, torture, sacrifice and sadism

they move into the arteries and cells of the elderly.

were codified in laws. The Mongol invasions of the 1200s

Degenerative and man-made diseases have become

killed one in eight people on earth (five times worse than

the new medical challenges. And the breakthroughs are

the Second World War). Corpses of the executed were

starting to appear: smarter cancer treatment has seen

displayed on gibbets in England until 1834; a country

the number of cancer-related deaths fall by 22% in the

in which there were almost 300 capital offences. In the

US in the last two decades.

twentieth century, despots such as Hitler, Mao, Stalin

governments that were limited by

Chart 3 - Humans harm fewer of their own ever

the decreed rights of individuals,
and by parliamentary control.
Modern democracy exploded
onto the scene in the second half
of the 1900s. In 1900, 0% of
the world’s population lived in a

and others were responsible for the murder of around
Progress and access to information live in tandem. Until

real democracy. Freedom House

130 million people.

points out that 43 countries were

as recently as 200 years ago, literacy was mostly a tool
for the bureaucracy, the church and the elite. In 1900,

This all changed radically due to economic reform,

less than 10% of the population in South Asia, the

literacy, judicial rules, free trade, modern police forces

Middle East and sub-Saharan Africa had received basic

and the emergence of civil liberties. The average annual

education. By 1990, this figure had increased to 50%.

rate of violent death before the twentieth century was

Today, it is over 70%. The UN considers a threshold of

524 per 100 000. Since 1900, even if we add all the

97% to represent universal literacy; today the global

deaths from wars, genocide, purges and man-made

youth literacy rate stands at 91%, which shows that

famines, we still don’t get a rate higher than 60 per

remaining illiteracy exists mostly among older people.

100 000 annually. The homicide rate in the US is now
lower than 5 per 100 000.
Never before in history have so

Chart 2 - The disappearance of illiteracy

many well-armed, important
countries spent so much time
not using their arms against
each other – and put so
much effort into preventing
their citizens from harming

regarded as truly ‘free’ in 1973.
Today, this figure stands at 89. In
1980, average global economic
freedom, as measured by the
Fraser Institute, stood at the level
where Zimbabwe stands as a
country today.

Slavery was probably the most brutal form of oppression
the world has known. It has always been with us
– and is even portrayed as a natural, established
institution in some religious texts. Slaves in Ancient
Sparta outnumbered free individuals by seven to one.
An estimated 10 million Africans were kidnapped and
shipped to the Americas as slaves.

each other.

Attitudes towards slavery started to shift some 250

One form of violence that has

criminalisation of the international slave trade. Britain

increased is terrorism. To sow
fear, terrorism is spectacular
and dramatic. But in essence,
it kills very few. Twenty times
more people die from household
accidents in Europe than

years ago. In 1806, US President Jefferson called for the
abolished the slave trade a year later, and European
countries followed suit in the ensuing decades. It took a
brutal civil war to end slavery in the US in the 1860s. And
although some countries tried to reintroduce slavery in
the 1900s, the long arc bent towards emancipation.
There can hardly be a stronger example of human

As humanity developed, the world has seen a dramatic

from terrorism. Fortunately, terrorist violence contains

reduction in violence. Brutal violence was an everyday

within itself the seeds of repulsion and revulsion; since

occurrence for most of human history, war the natural

1986, the typical terrorist organisation survived for only

order of things. Old folktales and many nursery rhymes

eight years.

banned everywhere.

were killed in arenas such as the Colosseum, for

As we overcame the physiological limitations of our

This abolition of slavery went hand in hand with the

entertainment.

history, we also made huge inroads in acquiring individual

include murder, horror and abuse. Millions of people

freedom and equal rights.
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progress than the fact that slavery, which existed in
almost all countries as late as 1800, is now formally

overall limitation of state power in general. Since
the 1600s rulers have sporadically been replaced by

But the affluence and development that saved humanity
from poverty and early death exacted a brutal price on
our environment. Increased production, use of fertilizer,
mechanisation and fossil-fuel-powered transportation
reduced basic hardship, but also resulted in emissions
that endangered the planet and our health.
In the last 60 years, humanity gradually started to
realise that the traditional ways of creating wealth
and technology were not compatible with a green,
breathing planet. This awareness triggered an
astonishing turnaround in production protocol. Despite
the environmental challenges we still face, the world
looks nothing like the scenarios envisioned in the 1960s
and 1970s. The six leading air pollutants were reduced
by more than 66% in America from 1980 to today. In
Britain, the emission of volatile organic compounds fell
more than 60% in the same time. London air today has
not been cleaner since the Middle Ages. In 1957, the
Thames was declared biologically dead; today, it is so
healthy that it holds 125 different species of fish. The
damage to the ozone layer over Antarctica has virtually
been healed.
The quantity of oil spilled in our oceans has been reduced
by 99% between 1970 and 2016. Deforestation has
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TECHNOLOGY POINTERS

Matching the leaders: Spider silk has been called

capture 900 tons of CO2 per year. Estimates show that

a miracle due to its strength - but it’s also proven to

the CO2 from the plant will enhance the growth of lettuce

while in China, forest cover is growing by more than

The time for a sturdier lock and key: Over the

be extremely hard to make. It’s five times stronger

(which is housed in a greenhouse nearby) by 20% to

two million hectares per year. It is estimated that land

next five years, data breaches will have cost global

than steel of the same diameter, stretchy, durable,

30%. Their next goal: to manufacture synthetic fuel from

use for agriculture will decline by 0.2% annually until

business a total of $8 trillion (more than 20 times SA’s

waterproof, and has great applications in the field of

hydrogen and atmospheric CO2.

2060. Protected areas have doubled in area size in the

annual GDP) in fines, lost business and remediation

tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. And while

last 15 years, to twice the size of the US. Amazingly, the

costs. Cyber incidents cost the South African economy

scientists have long attempted to create an artificial

Fixing without invading: Scientists from MIT have

modern car in motion emits less pollution than a 1970s

around R35 billion annually, with the most common

alternative (from splicing spider DNA into silkworms,

demonstrated a new technique to sidestep brain surgery,

car in a parking lot, turned off, as a result of a gasoline

threats coming from hackers, disgruntled employees

to farming with spiders, to attempting to spin artificial

and instead stimulate the motor cortex from the outside.

vapour leakage.

and negligence. A study by Norton revealed that

silk), many of the methods have been too costly and

This new method – which utilises two high-frequency

South Africa has the third highest number of cybercrime

inefficient. Recently, researchers have been able to

electrical signals – could be very helpful for people with

victims worldwide.

develop a new machine that imitates the natural

neurological conditions like depression, epilepsy, or

procedure of spiders and uses a combination of two

Parkinson’s (where the motor cortex sends and receives
abnormal electrical signals).

generally stopped throughout the world: Europe’s forest
area grew by more than 0.3% annually from 1990,

Environmental challenges remain real, but fortunately,
out of the 178 countries in the Environmental
Performance Index, 95% registered an improvement in

SA private technology circling the globe:

natural spider proteins to successfully replicate the silk

performance in the last 15 years.

South Africa’s first privately owned nanosatellite, nSight1,

(at a much cheaper rate, too).
Uncovering natural elements: New research suggests

was designed by SCS and assembled in six months.
In summary: We are built to worry. We are quick to

The nanosatellite was successfully launched from the

A cloud above Africa: Microsoft has announced

that bacteria could be chemically engineered to produce

point out the holes in the cheese – frequently overlooking

International Space Station in May. This is the first time

that it will deliver cloud services from data centres in

electricity. Some bacteria, found only in extreme

the quality of the cheese itself. Our fears of threat come a

a private company in Africa has invested in building and

Johannesburg and Cape Town in 2018. Up until now,

environments, already generate electricity naturally

long way. However, we need to be careful of building our

launching a satellite.

African companies relied on data centres beyond the

as part of their metabolism, using special proteins in

continent’s borders. Services offered will include Microsoft

their cell membranes. Scientists have now engineered a

plans on the perception created by public opinion and the
immediacy of reporting. We need to steer clear of falling

Expanding the invisible: Coinbase, the world’s largest

Azure, Office 365, and Dynamics 365. Microsoft will not

molecule they can insert inside other bacteria to restore

victim to our appetite for the dramatic.

bitcoin company, has seen heavy traffic and trading

be building data centres in South Africa but has opted

that ability. While the bacteria probably won’t be able

on its platform in recent weeks as bitcoin reached all-

for a colocation option, housing infrastructure with an

to generate enough electricity to power anything big,

Realistically, our progress as a species is a story of hope.

time highs. Coinbase is in talks with potential investors

existing local data centre operator instead. In 2016, total

they may be able to produce enough electricity to clean

We will always have our challenges, but our advances

on a new round of funding at a valuation of more than

cloud revenues in South Africa were about $243 million,

the water in treatment plants (or unlock more efficient

of the last 200 years allow for faith in our ability. We

$1 billion. That would represent the biggest funding

and are set to grow by roughly 20% per year until 2021.

electricity-generating technology).

have a marvellous aptitude to self-correct and – in

round on record for venture-backed bitcoin companies.

unison with our technological creations – to constantly

Bitcoin’s market capitalisation shot past $30 billion

Weaning ourselves off the toxic option: For the

A doctor in your pocket: In 2012, Qualcomm created

surprise ourselves on the upside. As a species, we can

in May.

first time since the Industrial Revolution (1880s),

the XPrize Competition and challenged 312 participants

Britain’s power grid has operated for a full 24 hours

to create a device that weighed under 2.2 kilograms

Selling invisible lecture halls: GetSmarter, the local

without coal. On April 21st, the country used power

that could diagnose 13 health conditions. The winners,

start-up that offers over 70 online courses through

produced from natural gas (50.3%), nuclear energy

announced this month, were a seven-member team

* Recognition to research and material from various UN

various local and international universities, is set to be

(21.2%), wind (12.2%), imports from other countries

(led by two brothers, a network engineer and an

agencies, WHO, World Bank, OECD, Freedom House,

bought for $103 million by US educational technology

(8.3%), biomass (6.7%), and solar energy (3.6%). Coal

emergency room doctor) from Pennsylvania. Their new

Blake Clayton, Fernand Braudel, Matt Ridley, Bill Emmott,

firm 2U. Established in 2008, GetSmarter boasts an

accounted for just 9% of UK electricity generation in

tricorderesque invention is called the DxtER. The iPad-

Max Roser, Steven Pinker, Frederik Segerfeldt, Johan

above-industry-standard average course completion rate

2016 (67% in 1990).

based system weighs less than five pounds and can

Norberg, Brink Lindsey and James Tooley.

of 88% (for the 50 000 students that have enrolled since

decide to ride the wave of progress and live up to our
true potential.
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diagnose 34 health conditions non-invasively.

inception). Once the acquisition is finalised, the company

Repurposing unseen waste: The world’s first

will continue to operate independently from its new

commercial facility that can extract carbon dioxide

Washing away our electronic waste: Scientists have

parent company, retain its name, and will remain based

(CO2) from the atmosphere and resell it for commercial

created a lightweight electronic wearable device that

in Cape Town.

purposes has opened in Switzerland. The facility, which

melts to nothing if you pour vinegar on it. Given that

is powered by a nearby waste incineration plant, will

50 million metric tons of electronic waste are projected
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to be generated in 2018 (a 19% increase from 2014),

nanoparticles to warm up frozen tissue quickly and

the team at Stanford created a biodegradable wearable

without damaging the organs. Researchers are hopeful

(one of the lightest, thinnest electronic devices that’s

that, within the decade, we will be able to store entire

ever been made) that wouldn’t sit in your drawer or end

organs in organ banks for a long period of time.

up in a junkyard for the rest of eternity. Eventually, the
goal is to use this technology to store sensitive digital

Taking farming to the next level: The future of

information that you’d want to be able to easily get rid

farming may well be high-tech, vertically stacked and

of, or for implantable medical devices, biological sensors,

indoors. Housed in a nondescript warehouse, ‘modern

and even prosthetic skins. Once placed in vinegar (or

farmers’ in New Jersey are growing 100 times more food

similar substances), the material will waste away in

than they could on a similar sized plot of farm land. The

30 days.

facility needs only a handful of employees to handle the
day-to-day operations, and most of the irrigation and

Breathing new life into preservation: Scientists have

lighting are automated. Progress is tracked through

long struggled with ways to extend the lifespan of frozen

software they can use on a tablet. Indoor growing

organs. Hearts and lungs, for example, can be stored

methods save 95% of the water used in traditional

for only four hours because they get damaged when

farming, enable farmers to grow many crops twice as fast

you try to warm them up. As a result, more than 60%

as in the field, and allow for more crop cycles per year.

of donor hearts and lungs aren’t transplanted. In a new
study published in ST Medicine, scientists used magnetic
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